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Module12
Delegates, Events,
Namespaces, and
Advanced Topics

The Goals of This Module
● Understand delegates

● Use events

● Examine namespaces

● Create conversion operators

● Examine the preprocessor

● Explore attributes

● Introduce pointers and the unsafe context

● Use runtime type identification

● Examine more C# keywords
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You have come a long way since the start of this book. In this, the final
module, you will examine several important C# topics, including delegates,

events, and namespaces. Also covered are conversion operators, attributes, and
the C# preprocessor. Finally, several advanced features, which apply mostly to
specialized situations, are briefly described for the sake of completeness.

Delegates
Newcomers to C# are sometimes intimidated by the delegate, but there is
nothing to fear. Delegates are no more difficult to understand or use than any
other C# feature, as long as you bear in mind precisely what a delegate is. In
straightforward terms, a delegate is an object that can refer to a method. Thus,
when you create a delegate, you are creating an object that can hold a reference
to a method. Furthermore, the method can be called through this reference.
Thus, a delegate can invoke the method to which it refers.

Even though a method is not an object, it still has a physical location in
memory. This address is the entry point of the method and is the address called
when the method is invoked. The address of a method can be assigned to a
delegate. Once a delegate refers to a method, the method can be called through
that delegate. Furthermore, the same delegate can be used to call a different
method by simply changing the method to which the delegate refers. The
principal advantage of a delegate is that it allows you to specify a call to
a method, but the method actually invoked is determined at runtime,
not at compile time.

NoteNote
If you are familiar with C/C++, then it will help to know that a delegate in C# is
similar to a function pointer in C/C++.

A delegate is declared using the keyword delegate. The general form of a
delegate declaration is shown here:

delegate ret-type name(parameter-list);

Here, ret-type is the type of value returned by the methods that the delegate
will be calling. The name of the delegate is specified by name. The parameters
required by the methods called through the delegate are specified in the
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parameter-list. Once declared, a delegate can call only methods whose return
type and parameter list match those specified by the delegate.

As mentioned, the key point about delegates is that a delegate can be used
to call any method that agrees with its signature. This makes it possible to determine
which method to invoke at runtime. Furthermore, the method invoked can be
an instance method associated with an object, or a static method associated with
a class. All that matters is that the signature of the method agrees with that of
the delegate.

To see delegates in action, let’s begin with the simple example shown here:

// A simple delegate example.

using System;

// Declare a delegate.
delegate string strMod(string str);

class DelegateTest {
// Replaces spaces with hyphens.
static string replaceSpaces(string a) {
Console.WriteLine("Replaces spaces with hyphens.");
return a.Replace(' ', '-');

}

// Remove spaces.
static string removeSpaces(string a) {
string temp = "";
int i;

Console.WriteLine("Removing spaces.");
for(i=0; i < a.Length; i++)
if(a[i] != ' ') temp += a[i];

return temp;
}

// Reverse a string.
static string reverse(string a) {
string temp = "";
int i, j;

Console.WriteLine("Reversing string.");
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A delegate called strMod.
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for(j=0, i=a.Length-1; i >= 0; i--, j++)
temp += a[i];

return temp;
}

public static void Main() {
// Construct delegates.
strMod strOp = new strMod(replaceSpaces);
string str;

// Call methods through delegates.
str = strOp("This is a test.");
Console.WriteLine("Resulting string: " + str);
Console.WriteLine();

strOp = new strMod(removeSpaces);
str = strOp("This is a test.");
Console.WriteLine("Resulting string: " + str);
Console.WriteLine();

strOp = new strMod(reverse);
str = strOp("This is a test.");
Console.WriteLine("Resulting string: " + str);

}
}

The output from the program is shown here:

Replaces spaces with hyphens.
Resulting string: This-is-a-test.

Removing spaces.
Resulting string: Thisisatest.

Reversing string.
Resulting string: .tset a si sihT

Let’s examine this program closely. The program declares a delegate called strMod
that takes one string parameter and returns a string. In DelegateTest, three static
methods are declared, each with a matching signature. These methods perform some
type of string modification. Notice that replaceSpaces( ) uses one of string’s methods,
called Replace( ), to replace spaces with hyphens.

Construct a
delegate.

Call a method through a delegate.
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In Main( ), a strMod reference called strOp is created and assigned a
reference to replaceSpaces( ). Pay close attention to this line:

strMod strOp = new strMod(replaceSpaces);

Notice how the method replaceSpaces( ) is passed as a parameter. Only its
name is used; no parameters are specified. This can be generalized. When
instantiating a delegate, you specify only the name of the method that you
want the delegate to refer to. Also, the method’s signature must match that
of the delegate’s declaration. If it doesn’t, a compile-time error will result.

Next, replaceSpaces( ) is called through the delegate instance strOp, as
shown here:

str = strOp("This is a test.");

Because strOp refers to replaceSpaces( ), it is replaceSpaces( ) that is invoked.
Next, strOp is assigned a reference to removeSpaces( ), and then strOp is

called again. This time, removeSpaces( ) is invoked.
Finally, strOp is assigned a reference to reverse( ) and strOp is called. This

results in reverse( ) being called.
The key point of the example is that the invocation of strOp results in a

call to the method referred to by strOp at the time at which the invocation
occurred. Thus, the method to call is resolved at runtime, not compile time.

Although the preceding example used static methods, a delegate can also
refer to instance methods. It must do so, however, through an object reference.
For example, here is a rewrite of the previous example, which encapsulates
the string operations inside a class called StringOps:

// Delegates can refer to instance methods, too.

using System;

// Declare a delegate.
delegate string strMod(string str);

class StringOps {
// Replaces spaces with hyphens.
public string replaceSpaces(string a) {
Console.WriteLine("Replaces spaces with hyphens.");
return a.Replace(' ', '-');
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// Remove spaces.
public string removeSpaces(string a) {
string temp = "";
int i;

Console.WriteLine("Removing spaces.");
for(i=0; i < a.Length; i++)
if(a[i] != ' ') temp += a[i];

return temp;
}

// Reverse a string.
public string reverse(string a) {
string temp = "";
int i, j;

Console.WriteLine("Reversing string.");
for(j=0, i=a.Length-1; i >= 0; i--, j++)
temp += a[i];

return temp;
}

}

class DelegateTest {
public static void Main() {
StringOps so = new StringOps();

// Construct delegates.
strMod strOp = new strMod(so.replaceSpaces);
string str;

// Call methods through delegates.
str = strOp("This is a test.");
Console.WriteLine("Resulting string: " + str);
Console.WriteLine();

strOp = new strMod(so.removeSpaces);
str = strOp("This is a test.");
Console.WriteLine("Resulting string: " + str);
Console.WriteLine();
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Create a delegate using an instance method.
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strOp = new strMod(so.reverse);
str = strOp("This is a test.");
Console.WriteLine("Resulting string: " + str);

}
}

This program produces the same output as the first, but in this case, the
delegate refers to methods on an instance of StringOps.

Multicasting
One of the most exciting features of a delegate is its support for multicasting.
In simple terms, multicasting is the ability to create a chain of methods that will
be automatically called when a delegate is invoked. Such a chain is very easy
to create. Simply instantiate a delegate, and then use the += operator to add
methods to the chain. To remove a method, use – =. (You can also use the +,
–, and = operators separately to add and subtract delegates, but += and – = are
more convenient.) The only restriction is that the delegate being multicast must
have a void return type.

Here is an example of multicasting. It reworks the preceding examples by
changing the string manipulation method’s return type to void, and using a ref
parameter to return the altered string to the caller.

// Demonstrate multicasting.

using System;

// Declare a delegate.
delegate void strMod(ref string str);

class StringOps {
// Replaces spaces with hyphens.
static void replaceSpaces(ref string a) {
Console.WriteLine("Replaces spaces with hyphens.");
a = a.Replace(' ', '-');

}

// Remove spaces.
static void removeSpaces(ref string a) {
string temp = "";
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int i;

Console.WriteLine("Removing spaces.");
for(i=0; i < a.Length; i++)
if(a[i] != ' ') temp += a[i];

a = temp;
}

// Reverse a string.
static void reverse(ref string a) {
string temp = "";
int i, j;

Console.WriteLine("Reversing string.");
for(j=0, i=a.Length-1; i >= 0; i--, j++)
temp += a[i];

a = temp;
}

public static void Main() {
// Construct delegates.
strMod strOp;
strMod replaceSp = new strMod(replaceSpaces);
strMod removeSp = new strMod(removeSpaces);
strMod reverseStr = new strMod(reverse);
string str = "This is a test";

// set up multicast
strOp = replaceSp;
strOp += reverseStr;

// Call multicast
strOp(ref str);
Console.WriteLine("Resulting string: " + str);
Console.WriteLine();

// remove replace and add remove
strOp -= replaceSp;
strOp += removeSp;

Create a multicast.

Create a different multicast.
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str = "This is a test."; // reset string

// Call multicast
strOp(ref str);
Console.WriteLine("Resulting string: " + str);
Console.WriteLine();

}
}

Here is the output:

Replaces spaces with hyphens.
Reversing string.
Resulting string: tset-a-si-sihT

Reversing string.
Removing spaces.
Resulting string: .tsetasisihT

In Main( ), four delegate instances are created. One, strOp, is null. The
other three refer to specific string modification methods. Next, a multicast is
created that calls removeSpaces( ) and reverse( ). This is accomplished via the
following lines:

strOp = replaceSp;
strOp += reverseStr;

First, strOp is assigned a reference to replaceSp. Next, using +=, reverseStr is
added. When strOp is invoked, both methods are invoked, replacing spaces with
hyphens and reversing the string, as the output illustrates.

Next, replaceSp is removed from the chain, using this line:

strOp -= replaceSp;

and removeSp is added using this line:

strOp += removeSp;

Then, StrOp is again invoked. This time, spaces are removed and the string is reversed.
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Why Delegates
Although the preceding examples show the “how” behind delegates, they don’t
really illustrate the “why.” In general, delegates are useful for two main reasons.
First, as the next section will show, delegates support events. Second, delegates
give your program a way to execute a method at runtime without having to know
precisely what that method is at compile time. This ability is quite useful when you
want to create a framework that allows components to be plugged in. For example,
imagine a drawing program (a bit like the standard Windows Paint accessory).
Using a delegate, you could allow the user to plug in special color filters or image
analyzers. Furthermore, the user could create a sequence of these filters or
analyzers. Such a scheme would be easily handled using a delegate.

1-Minute Drill
● What is a delegate? What is the main benefit of using a delegate?

● How is a delegate declared?

● What is multicasting?

Events
Built upon the foundation of delegates is another important C# feature:
the event. An event is, essentially, an automatic notification that some action
has occurred. Events work like this: An object that has an interest in an event
registers an event handler for that event. When the event occurs, all registered
handlers are called. Event handlers are represented by delegates.

Events are members of a class and are declared using the event keyword.
Its general form is shown here:

event event-delegate object-name;

● A delegate is an object that refers to a method. A delegate lets you call a method that is known only at
runtime.

● A delegate is declared using the keyword delegate, followed by the return-type, name, and parameter list.
● Multicasting enables a chain of methods to be called from a single delegate invocation.
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Here, event-delegate is the name of the delegate used to support the event, and
object-name is the name of the specific event object being created.
Let’s begin with a very simple example:

// A very simple event demonstration.

using System;

// Declare a delegate for an event
delegate void MyEventHandler();

// Declare an event class.
class MyEvent {
public event MyEventHandler activate;

// this is called to fire the event.
public void fire() {
if(activate != null)
activate();

}
}

class EventDemo {
static void handler() {
Console.WriteLine("Event occurred");

}

public static void Main() {
MyEvent evt = new MyEvent();

// add handler() to the event list
evt.activate += new MyEventHandler(handler);

// fire the event
evt.fire();

}
}

This program displays the following output:

Event occurred

Create event instance.

Create a delegate for the event.

Add
handler to
event chain.

Declare an event.

Fire the event.

Generate an event.
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Although simple, this program contains all the elements essential to proper
event handling. Let’s look at it carefully.

The program begins by declaring a delegate for the event handler, as
shown here:

delegate void MyEventHandler();

All events are activated through a delegate. Thus, the event delegate defines
the signature for the event. In this case, there are no parameters, but event
parameters are allowed. Because events are commonly multicast, an event
should return void.

Next, an event class, called MyEvent, is created. Inside the class, an event
object called activate is declared, using this line:

public event MyEventHandler activate;

Notice the syntax. This is the way that all types of events are declared.
Also declared inside MyEvent is the method fire( ), which is the method

that a program will call to signal (or, “fire”) an event. It calls an event handler,
through the activate delegate, as shown here:

if(activate != null)
activate();

Notice that a handler is called if and only if activate is not null. Since other
parts of your program must register an interest in an event in order to receive
event notifications, it is possible that fire( ) could be called before any event
handler has been registered. To prevent calling a null object, the event delegate
must be tested to ensure that it is not null.

Inside EventDemo, an event handler called handler( ) is created. In this
simple example, the event handler simply displays a message, but other handlers
could perform more meaningful actions. In Main( ), a MyEvent object is created
and handler( ) is registered as a handler for this event, as shown here:

MyEvent evt = new MyEvent();

// add handler() to the event list
evt.activate += new MyEventHandler(handler);
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Notice that the handler is added using the += operator. Events support only
+= and – =.

Finally, the event is fired as shown here:

// fire the event
evt.fire();

Calling fire( ) causes all registered event handlers to be called. In this case,
there is only one registered handler, but there could be more, as the next
section explains.

A Multicast Event Example
Events can be multicast. This enables multiple objects to respond to an event
notification. Here is an event multicast example:

// An event multicast demonstration.

using System;

// Declare a delegate for an event.
delegate void MyEventHandler();

// Declare an event class.
class MyEvent {
public event MyEventHandler activate;

// this is called to fire the event.
public void fire() {
if(activate != null)
activate();

}
}

class X {
public void Xhandler() {
Console.WriteLine("Event received by X object");

}
}

class Y {
public void Yhandler() {
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Console.WriteLine("Event received by Y object");
}

}

class EventDemo {
static void handler() {
Console.WriteLine("Event received by EventDemo");

}

public static void Main() {
MyEvent evt = new MyEvent();
X xOb = new X();
Y yOb = new Y();

// add handler() to the event list
evt.activate += new MyEventHandler(handler);
evt.activate += new MyEventHandler(xOb.Xhandler);
evt.activate += new MyEventHandler(yOb.Yhandler);

// fire the event
evt.fire();
Console.WriteLine();

// remove a handler
evt.activate -= new MyEventHandler(xOb.Xhandler);
evt.fire();

}
}

The output from the program is shown here:

Event received by EventDemo
Event received by X object
Event received by Y object

Event received by EventDemo
Event received by Y object

This example creates two additional classes, called X and Y, which also define
event handlers compatible with MyEventHandler. Thus, these handlers can also
become part of the event chain. Notice that the handlers in X and Y are not

Create a multicast
chain for events.
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static. This means that objects of each must be created, and the handler
linked to an object instance is added to the event chain.

Understand that events are sent to specific object instances, not
generically to a class. Thus, each object of a class must register to receive an event
notification. For example, the following program multicasts an event to three
objects of type X:

// Objects, not classes, receive events.

using System;

// Declare a delegate for an event.
delegate void MyEventHandler();

// Declare an event class.
class MyEvent {
public event MyEventHandler activate;

// this is called to fire the event.
public void fire() {
if(activate != null)
activate();

}
}

class X {
int id;

public X(int x) { id = x; }

public void Xhandler() {
Console.WriteLine("Event received by object " + id);

}
}

class EventDemo {
public static void Main() {
MyEvent evt = new MyEvent();
X o1 = new X(1);
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X o2 = new X(2);
X o3 = new X(3);

evt.activate += new MyEventHandler(o1.Xhandler);
evt.activate += new MyEventHandler(o2.Xhandler);
evt.activate += new MyEventHandler(o3.Xhandler);

// fire the event
evt.fire();

}
}

The output from this program is shown here:

Event received by object 1
Event received by object 2
Event received by object 3

As the output shows, each object registers its interest in an event separately,
and each receives a separate notification.

NoteNote
C# allows you to write any type of event that you desire. However, for component
compatibility with the .NET Framework you will want to consult Microsoft’s
guidelines in this regard.

1-Minute Drill
● In C#, what is an event and what keyword is used to create one?

● How do delegates relate to events?

● Can events be multicast?
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● An event is a notification of some change in a program. The keyword event is used to create an event.
● An event handler is specified using a delegate.
● Yes, events can be multicast.
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Namespaces
The namespace was mentioned briefly in Module 1 because it is a concept
fundamental to C#. In fact, every C# program makes use of a namespace in one
way or another. We have not needed to examine the namespace in detail prior
to now because C# automatically provides a default namespace for your program.

Let’s begin by reviewing what you already know about namespaces. A
namespace defines a declarative region that provides a way to keep one set of
names separate from another. In essence, names declared in one namespace
will not conflict with the same names declared in another. The namespace used
by the .NET Framework library (which is the C# library) is System. This is why
you have included

using System;

near the top of every program. As you saw in Module 11, the I/O classes are defined
within a namespace subordinate to System called System.IO. There are many
other namespaces subordinate to System that hold other parts of the C# library.

Namespaces are important because there has been an explosion of variable,
method, property, and class names over the past few years. These include library
routines, third-party code, and your own code. Without namespaces, all of these
names would compete for slots in the global namespace and conflicts would arise.
For example, if your program defined a class called Finder, it could conflict with
another class called Finder supplied by a third-party library that your program
uses. Fortunately, namespaces prevent this type of problem because a namespace
localizes the visibility of names declared within it.

Declaring a Namespace
A namespace is declared using the namespace keyword. The general form of
namespace is shown here:

namespace name {
// members

}
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Here, name is the name of the namespace. Anything defined within a
namespace is within the scope of that namespace. Thus, namespace defines
a scope. Within a namespace you can declare classes, structures, delegates,
enumerations, interfaces, or another namespace.

Here is an example of a namespace that creates a namespace called Counter.
It localizes the name used to implement a simple countdown counter class
called CountDown.

// Declare a namespace for counters.
namespace Counter {
// A simple countdown counter.
class CountDown {
int val;

public CountDown(int n) { val = n; }

public void reset(int n) {
val = n;

}

public int count() {
if(val > 0) return val--;
else return 0;

}
}

}

Here, the class CountDown is declared within the scope defined by the Counter
namespace.

Here is a program that demonstrates the use of the Counter namespace.

// Demonstrate a namespace.
using System;

// Declare a namespace for counters.
namespace Counter {
// A simple countdown counter.
class CountDown {

Declare the Counter
namespace.
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int val;

public CountDown(int n) { val = n; }

public void reset(int n) {
val = n;

}

public int count() {
if(val > 0) return val--;
else return 0;

}
}

}

class NSDemo {
public static void Main() {
Counter.CountDown cd1 = new Counter.CountDown(10);
int i;

do {
i = cd1.count();
Console.Write(i + " ");

} while(i > 0);
Console.WriteLine();

Counter.CountDown cd2 = new Counter.CountDown(20);

do {
i = cd2.count();
Console.Write(i + " ");

} while(i > 0);
Console.WriteLine();

cd2.reset(4);
do {
i = cd2.count();
Console.Write(i + " ");

} while(i > 0);
Console.WriteLine();

}
}

Here, Counter qualifies CountDown.
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The output from the program is shown here:

10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
20 19 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
4 3 2 1 0

Some important aspects of this program warrant close examination. First,
since CountDown is declared within the Counter namespace, when an object
is created, CountDown must be qualified with Counter, as shown here:

Counter.CountDown cd1 = new Counter.CountDown(10);

However, once an object of type Counter has been created, it is not necessary to
further qualify it or any of its members with the namespace. Thus, cd1.count( )
can be called directly without namespace qualification, as this line shows:

i = cd1.count();

using
As explained in Module 1, if your program includes frequent references to the
members of a namespace, having to specify the namespace each time you need
to refer to one quickly becomes tedious. The using directive alleviates this problem.
Throughout this book you have been using using to bring the C# System
namespace into view, so you are already familiar with it. As you would expect,
using can also be used to bring namespaces that you create into view.

There are two forms of the using directive. The first is shown here:

using name;

Here, name specifies the name of the namespace you want to access. This is the
form of using that you have already seen. All of the members defined within the
specified namespace are brought into view (that is, they become part of the current
namespace) and can be used without qualification. A using directive must be
specified at the top of each file, prior to any other declarations.

The following program reworks the counter example from the previous
section to show how you can employ using to bring a namespace that you create
into view:
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// Demonstrate a namespace.
using System;

// Bring Counter into view.
using Counter;

// Declare a namespace for counters.
namespace Counter {
// A simple countdown counter.
class CountDown {
int val;

public CountDown(int n) { val = n; }

public void reset(int n) {
val = n;

}

public int count() {
if(val > 0) return val--;
else return 0;

}
}

}

class NSDemo {
public static void Main() {
// now, CountDown can be used directly.
CountDown cd1 = new CountDown(10);
int i;

do {
i = cd1.count();
Console.Write(i + " ");

} while(i > 0);
Console.WriteLine();

CountDown cd2 = new CountDown(20);

do {
i = cd2.count();
Console.Write(i + " ");

} while(i > 0);
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using brings
Counter into view.

Now use
CountDown
directly.
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Console.WriteLine();

cd2.reset(4);
do {
i = cd2.count();
Console.Write(i + " ");

} while(i > 0);
Console.WriteLine();

}
}

The program illustrates one other important point: Using one namespace does
not override another. When you bring a namespace into view, it simply adds its
names to whatever other namespaces are currently in effect. Thus, both System
and Counter have been brought into view.

A Second Form of using
The using directive has a second form, which is shown here:

using alias = name;

Here, alias becomes another name for the class or namespace specified by
name. The counting program is reworked once again here so that an alias for
Counter.CountDown called Count is created.

// Demonstrate a using alias.
using System;

// Create an alias for Counter.CountDown.
using Count = Counter.CountDown;

// Declare a namespace for counters.
namespace Counter {
// A simple countdown counter.
class CountDown {
int val;

public CountDown(int n) { val = n; }

public void reset(int n) {
val = n;

}

Create an alias for
Counter.CountDown.
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public int count() {
if(val > 0) return val--;
else return 0;

}
}

}

class NSDemo {
public static void Main() {
Count cd1 = new Count(10);
int i;

do {
i = cd1.count();
Console.Write(i + " ");

} while(i > 0);
Console.WriteLine();

Count cd2 = new Count(20);

do {
i = cd2.count();
Console.Write(i + " ");

} while(i > 0);
Console.WriteLine();

cd2.reset(4);
do {
i = cd2.count();
Console.Write(i + " ");

} while(i > 0);
Console.WriteLine();

}
}

Once Count has been specified as another name for Counter.CountDown,
it can be used to declare objects without any further namespace qualification.
For example, in the program this line

Count cd1 = new Count(10);

creates a CountDown object.
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Use the alias.
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Namespaces Are Additive
There can be more than one namespace declaration of the same name. This
allows a namespace to be split over several files or even separated within the
same file. For example, the following program defines two Counter namespaces.
One contains the CountDown class. The other contains the CountUp class.
When compiled, the contents of both Counter namespaces are added together.

// Namespaces are additive.
using System;

// Bring Counter into view.
using Counter;

// Here is one Counter namespace.
namespace Counter {
// A simple countdown counter.
class CountDown {
int val;

public CountDown(int n) { val = n; }

public void reset(int n) {
val = n;

}

public int count() {
if(val > 0) return val--;
else return 0;

}
}

}

// Here is another Counter namespace.
namespace Counter {
// A simple count-Up counter.
class CountUp {
int val;
int target;

public int Target { get{ return target; } }

public CountUp(int n) { target = n; val = 0; }

public void reset(int n) {

Declare Counter
namespace twice.
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target = n;
val = 0;

}

public int count() {
if(val < target) return val++;
else return target;

}
}

}

class NSDemo {
public static void Main() {
CountDown cd = new CountDown(10);
CountUp cu = new CountUp(8);
int i;

do {
i = cd.count();
Console.Write(i + " ");

} while(i > 0);
Console.WriteLine();

do {
i = cu.count();
Console.Write(i + " ");

} while(i < cu.Target);

}
}

This program produces the following output:

10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Notice one other thing: the statement

using Counter;

brings into view the entire contents of the Counter namespace. Thus, both
CountDown and CountUp can be referred to directly, without namespace
qualification. It doesn’t matter that the Counter namespace was split into
two parts.
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Namespaces Can Be Nested
One namespace can be nested within another. Consider this program:

// Namespaces can be nested.
using System;

namespace NS1 {
class ClassA {

public ClassA() {
Console.WriteLine("constructing ClassA");

}
}
namespace NS2 { // a nested namespace
class ClassB {

public ClassB() {
Console.WriteLine("constructing ClassB");

}
}

}
}

class NestedNSDemo {
public static void Main() {
NS1.ClassA a= new NS1.ClassA();

// NS2.ClassB b = new NS2.ClassB(); // Error!!! NS2 not in view

NS1.NS2.ClassB b = new NS1.NS2.ClassB(); // this is right
}

}

This program produces the following output:

constructing ClassA
constructing ClassB

In the program, the namespace NS2 is nested within NS1. Thus, to refer to
ClassB, you must qualify it with both the NS1 and NS2 namespaces. NS2 by
itself is insufficient. As shown, the namespace names are separated by a period.

NS2 is nested inside NS1.
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You can specify a nested namespace using a single namespace statement by
separating each namespace with a period. For example:

namespace OuterNS {
namespace InnerNS {
// ...

}
}

can also be specified like this:

namespace OuterNS.InnerNS {
// ...

}

The Default Namespace
If you don’t declare a namespace for your program, then the default namespace
is used. This is why you have not needed to use namespace for the programs in
the preceding modules. While the default namespace is convenient for the short,
sample programs found in this book, most real-world code will be contained
within a namespace. The main reason for encapsulating your code within a
namespace is that it prevents name conflicts. Namespaces are another tool that
you have to help you organize programs and make them viable in today’s complex,
networked environment.

1-Minute Drill
● A namespace defines a __________.

● What are the two forms of using?

● Can a namespace be split between files?

● A namespace defines a scope.

● using name; and using alias = name; are the two forms of using.
● Yes.
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Set.cs,
SetDemo.cs

Project 12-1: Putting Set into a Namespace
In Project 7-1 you created a class that implemented a set type called Set. This
is precisely the type of class that you should consider putting into its own
namespace. One reason for this is that the name Set could easily conflict with
other classes of the same name. By putting Set into its own namespace, you
can avoid potential name conflicts.

Step-By-Step
1. Using the code from SetDemo.cs (the file from Project 7-1), move the

entire Set class into a file called Set.cs. In the process, enclose the set code
inside the namespace MyTypes.Set, as shown here:

/*
Project 12-1

Put the Set class into its own namespace.
*/
using System;

namespace MyTypes.Set {

class Set {
char[] members; // this array holds the set
int len; // number of members

// Construct a null set.
public Set() {
len = 0;

}

// Construct an empty set of a given size.
public Set(int size) {
members = new char[size]; // allocate memory for set
len = 0; // no members when constructed

}

// Construct a set from another set.
public Set(Set s) {
members = new char[s.len]; // allocate memory for set
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for(int i=0; i < s.len; i++) members[i] = s[i];
len = s.len; // number of members

}

// Implement read-only Length property.
public int Length {
get{
return len;

}
}

// Implement read-only indexer.
public char this[int idx]{
get {
if(idx >= 0 & idx < len) return members[idx];
else return (char)0;

}
}

/* See if an element is in the set.
Return the index of the element
or -1 if not found. */

int find(char ch) {
int i;

for(i=0; i < len; i++)
if(members[i] == ch) return i;

return -1;
}

// Add a unique element to a set.
public static Set operator +(Set ob, char ch) {
Set newset = new Set(ob.len + 1);

// copy elements
for(int i=0; i < ob.len; i++)
newset.members[i] = ob.members[i];

// set len
newset.len = ob.len;

// see if element already exists
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if(ob.find(ch) == -1) { // if not found, then add
// add new element to new set
newset.members[newset.len] = ch;
newset.len++;

}
return newset; // return updated set

}

// Remove an element from the set.
public static Set operator -(Set ob, char ch) {
Set newset = new Set();
int i = ob.find(ch); // -1 if element not found

// copy and compress the remaining elements
for(int j=0; j < ob.len; j++)
if(j != i) newset = newset + ob.members[j];

return newset;
}

// Set union.
public static Set operator +(Set ob1, Set ob2) {
Set newset = new Set(ob1); // copy the first set

// add unique elements from second set
for(int i=0; i < ob2.len; i++)

newset = newset + ob2[i];

return newset; // return updated set
}

// Set difference.
public static Set operator -(Set ob1, Set ob2) {
Set newset = new Set(ob1); // copy the first set

// subtract elements from second set
for(int i=0; i < ob2.len; i++)
newset = newset - ob2[i];

return newset; // return updated set
}

}
}
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2. After putting Set into the MyTypes.Set namespace, you will need to include
the MyTypes.Set namespace in any program that uses Set, as shown here:

using MyTypes.Set;

3. Alternatively, you can fully qualify references to Set, as shown in this example:

MyTypes.Set.Set s1 = new MyTypes.Set.Set();

Conversion Operators
In some situations, you will want to use an object of a class in an expression
involving other types of data. Sometimes, overloading one or more operators
can provide the means of doing this. However, in other cases, what you want is
a simple type conversion from the class type to the target type. To handle these
cases, C# allows you to create a conversion operator. A conversion operator
converts an object of your class into another type.

There are two forms of conversion operators, implicit and explicit. The
general form for each is shown here:

public static operator implicit target-type(source-type v) { return value; }

public static operator explicit target-type(source-type v) { return value; }

Here, target-type is the target type that you are converting to, source-type is the
type you are converting from, and value is the value of the class after conversion.
The conversion operators return data of type target-type, and no other return
type specifier is allowed.

If the conversion operator specifies implicit, then the conversion is invoked
automatically, such as when an object is used in an expression with the target
type. When the conversion operator specifies explicit, the conversion is invoked
when a cast is used. You cannot define both an implicit and explicit conversion
operator for the same target and source types.

To illustrate a conversion operator, we will use the ThreeD class that we
created in Module 7. Recall that ThreeD stores three-dimensional coordinates.
Suppose you want to convert an object of type ThreeD into an integer so it can
be used in an integer expression. Further, the conversion will take place by
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using the product of the three dimensions. To accomplish this, you will use an
implicit conversion operator that looks like this:

public static implicit operator int(ThreeD op1)
{
return op1.x * op1.y * op1.z;

}

Here is a program that illustrates this conversion operator:

// An example that uses an implicit conversion operator.
using System;

// A three-dimensional coordinate class.
class ThreeD {
int x, y, z; // 3-D coordinates

public ThreeD() { x = y = z = 0; }
public ThreeD(int i, int j, int k) { x = i; y = j; z = k; }

// Overload binary +.
public static ThreeD operator +(ThreeD op1, ThreeD op2)
{
ThreeD result = new ThreeD();

result.x = op1.x + op2.x;
result.y = op1.y + op2.y;
result.z = op1.z + op2.z;

return result;
}

// An implicit conversion from ThreeD to int.
public static implicit operator int(ThreeD op1)
{
return op1.x * op1.y * op1.z;

}

// Show X, Y, Z coordinates.
public void show()
{
Console.WriteLine(x + ", " + y + ", " + z);

550 C#: A Beginner’s Guide

A conversion operator
from ThreeD to int
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}
}

class ThreeDDemo {
public static void Main() {
ThreeD a = new ThreeD(1, 2, 3);
ThreeD b = new ThreeD(10, 10, 10);
ThreeD c = new ThreeD();
int i;

Console.Write("Here is a: ");
a.show();
Console.WriteLine();
Console.Write("Here is b: ");
b.show();
Console.WriteLine();

c = a + b; // add a and b together
Console.Write("Result of a + b: ");
c.show();
Console.WriteLine();

i = a; // convert to int
Console.WriteLine("Result of i = a: " + i);
Console.WriteLine();

i = a * 2 - b; // convert to int
Console.WriteLine("result of a * 2 - b: " + i);

}
}

This program displays the output:

Here is a: 1, 2, 3

Here is b: 10, 10, 10

Result of a + b: 11, 12, 13

Result of i = a: 6

result of a * 2 - b: -988

Conversion to
int invoked.
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As the program illustrates, when a ThreeD object is used in an integer
expression, such as i = a, the conversion is applied to the object. In this specific
case, the conversion returns the value 6, which is the product of the coordinates
stored in a. However, when an expression does not require a conversion to int,
the conversion operator is not called. This is why c = a+b does not invoke
operator int( ).

Remember that you can create different conversion operators to meet different
needs. You could define one that converts to double or long, for example. Each
is applied automatically and independently.

An implicit conversion operator is applied automatically when a conversion
is required in an expression, when passing an object to a method, in an assignment,
and also when an explicit cast to the target type is used. Alternatively, you can
create an explicit conversion operator that is invoked only when an explicit cast
is used. An explicit conversion operator is not invoked automatically. For example,
here is the previous program reworked to use an explicit conversion to int:

// Use an explicit conversion.
using System;

// A three-dimensional coordinate class.
class ThreeD {
int x, y, z; // 3-D coordinates

public ThreeD() { x = y = z = 0; }
public ThreeD(int i, int j, int k) { x = i; y = j; z = k; }

// Overload binary +.
public static ThreeD operator +(ThreeD op1, ThreeD op2)
{
ThreeD result = new ThreeD();

result.x = op1.x + op2.x;
result.y = op1.y + op2.y;
result.z = op1.z + op2.z;

return result;
}

// This is now explicit.
public static explicit operator int(ThreeD op1)
{
return op1.x * op1.y * op1.z;

Conversion is
now explicit.
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}

// Show X, Y, Z coordinates.
public void show()
{
Console.WriteLine(x + ", " + y + ", " + z);

}
}

class ThreeDDemo {
public static void Main() {
ThreeD a = new ThreeD(1, 2, 3);
ThreeD b = new ThreeD(10, 10, 10);
ThreeD c = new ThreeD();
int i;

Console.Write("Here is a: ");
a.show();
Console.WriteLine();
Console.Write("Here is b: ");
b.show();
Console.WriteLine();

c = a + b; // add a and b together
Console.Write("Result of a + b: ");
c.show();
Console.WriteLine();

i = (int) a; // explicitly convert to int -- cast required
Console.WriteLine("Result of i = a: " + i);
Console.WriteLine();

i = (int)a * 2 - (int)b; // casts required
Console.WriteLine("result of a * 2 - b: " + i);

}
}

Because the conversion operator is now marked as explicit, conversion to
int must be explicitly cast. For example, in this line:

i = (int) a; // explicitly convert to int -- cast required

if you remove the cast, the program will not compile.

Now, casts
are required.
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There are a few restrictions to conversion operators:

● You cannot create a conversion from a built-in type. For example, you
cannot redefine the conversion from double to int.

● You cannot define a conversion to or from object.

● You cannot define both an implicit and an explicit conversion for the same
source and target types.

● You cannot define a conversion from a base class to a derived class.

● You cannot define a conversion from or to an interface.

1-Minute Drill
● What is a conversion operator?

● What is the difference between implicit and explicit conversions?

● Can a conversion operator convert from a built-in type?

Ask the ExpertAsk the Expert
Question: Since implicit conversions are invoked automatically,
without the need for a cast, why would I want to create an explicit
conversion?

Answer: Although convenient, implicit conversions should be
used only in situations in which the conversion is inherently error-free.
To ensure this, implicit conversions should be created only when two
conditions are met. The first is that no loss of information, such as
truncation, overflow, or loss of sign, occurs. The second is that the
conversion does not throw an exception. If the conversion cannot meet
these two requirements, then you should use an explicit conversion.

● A conversion operator specifies a conversion to or from a class type.
● An implicit conversion is automatically invoked. An explicit conversion must be invoked via a cast.
● No.
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The Preprocessor
C# defines several preprocessor directives, which affect the way that your
program’s source file is interpreted by the compiler. These directives affect the
text of the source file in which they occur, prior to the translation of the program
into object code. The preprocessor directives are largely a holdover from C++.
In fact, the C# preprocessor is very similar to the one defined by C++. The term
preprocessor directive comes from the fact that these instructions were traditionally
handled by a separate compilation phase called the preprocessor. Today’s modern
compiler technology no longer requires a separate preprocessing stage to handle
the directives, but the name has stuck.

C# defines the following preprocessor directives:

#define #elif #else #endif
#endregion #error #if #line
#region #undef #warning

All preprocessor directives begin with a # sign. In addition, each preprocessor
directive must be on its own line.

Given C#’s modern, object-oriented architecture, there is not as much
need for the preprocessor directives as there is in older languages. Nevertheless,
they can be of value from time to time, especially for conditional compilation.
Each directive is examined in turn.

#define
The #define directive defines a character sequence called a symbol. The
existence or non-existence of a symbol can be determined by #if or #elif
and is used to control compilation. Here is its general form:

#define symbol

Notice that there is no semicolon in this statement. There may be any number
of spaces between the #define and the symbol, but once the symbol begins, it
is terminated only by a newline character. For example, to define the symbol
EXPERIMENTAL, use this directive:

#define EXPERIMENTAL
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#if and #endif
The #if and #endif directives allow you to conditionally compile a sequence of
code based upon whether an expression involving one or more symbols evaluates
to true. A symbol is true if it is has been defined. It is false otherwise. Thus,
if a symbol has been defined by a #define directive, it will evaluate as true.

The general form of #if is

#if symbol-expression
statement sequence

#endif

If the expression following #if is true, the code that is between it and #endif
is compiled. Otherwise, the intervening code is skipped. The #endif directive
marks the end of an #if block.

A symbol expression can be as simple as just the name of a symbol. You
can also use these operators in a symbol expression: !, = =, !=, &&, and ||.
Parentheses are also allowed.

For example:

// Demonstrate #if, #endif, and #define.
#define EXPERIMENTAL

using System;

class Test {
public static void Main() {

#if EXPERIMENTAL
Console.WriteLine("Compiled for experimental version.");

#endif

Console.WriteLine("This is in all versions.");
}

}

Ask the ExpertAsk the Expert
Question: In C/C++ I know that you can use #define to perform
textual substitutions, such as defining a name for a value, and to
create function-like macros. Does C# support these uses of #define?

Answer: No. In C#, #define is used only to define a symbol.

Compiled only if EXPERIMENTAL is
defined, which it is in this example.
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This program displays the following:

Compiled for experimental version.
This is in all versions.

The program defines the symbol EXPERIMENTAL. Thus, when the #if is
encountered, the symbol expression evaluates to true, and the first WriteLine( )
statement is compiled. If you remove the definition of EXPERIMENTAL and
recompile the program, the first WriteLine( ) statement will not be compiled
because the #if will evaluate to false. In all cases, the second WriteLine( )
statement is compiled because it is not part of the #if block.

As explained, you can use a symbol expression in an #if. For example:

// Use a symbol expression.
#define EXPERIMENTAL
#define TRIAL

using System;

class Test {
public static void Main() {

#if EXPERIMENTAL
Console.WriteLine("Compiled for experimental version.");

#endif

#if EXPERIMENTAL && TRIAL
Console.Error.WriteLine("Testing experimental trial version.");

#endif

Console.WriteLine("This is in all versions.");
}

}

The output from this program is shown here:

Compiled for experimental version.
Testing experimental trial version.
This is in all versions.

In this example, two symbols are defined, EXPERIMENTAL and TRIAL.
The second WriteLine( ) statement is compiled only if both are defined.

A symbol expression.
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#else and #elif
The #else directive works much like the else that is part of the C# language: it
establishes an alternative if #if fails. The previous example can be expanded as
shown here:

// Demonstrate #else.

#define EXPERIMENTAL

using System;

class Test {
public static void Main() {

#if EXPERIMENTAL
Console.WriteLine("Compiled for experimental version.");

#else
Console.WriteLine("Compiled for release.");

#endif

#if EXPERIMENTAL && TRIAL
Console.Error.WriteLine("Testing experimental trial version.");

#else
Console.Error.WriteLine("Not experimental trial version.");

#endif

Console.WriteLine("This is in all versions.");
}

}

The output is shown here:

Compiled for experimental version.
Not experimental trial version.
This is in all versions.

Since TRIAL is no longer defined, the #else portion of the second conditional
code sequence is used.

Use the #else.
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Notice that #else marks both the end of the #if block and the beginning
of the #else block. This is necessary because there can only be one #endif
associated with any #if.

The #elif directive means “else if” and establishes an if-else-if chain for
multiple compilation options. #elif is followed by a symbol expression. If the
expression is true, that block of code is compiled and no other #elif expressions
are tested. Otherwise, the next block in the series is checked. The general form
for #elif is

#if symbol-expression
statement sequence

#elif symbol-expression
statement sequence

#elif symbol-expression
statement sequence

#elif symbol-expression
statement sequence

#elif symbol-expression
.
.
.
#endif

For example:

// Demonstrate #elif.
#define RELEASE

using System;

class Test {
public static void Main() {

#if EXPERIMENTAL
Console.WriteLine("Compiled for experimental version.");

#elif RELEASE
Console.WriteLine("Compiled for release.");

#else
Console.WriteLine("Compiled for internal testing.");

Module 12: Delegates, Events, Namespaces, and Advanced Topics 559

Use #elif.
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#endif

#if TRIAL && !RELEASE
Console.WriteLine("Trial version.");

#endif

Console.WriteLine("This is in all versions.");
}

}

The output is shown here:

Compiled for release.
This is in all versions.

#undef
The #undef directive removes a previously defined definition of the macro
name that follows it. That is, it “undefines” a macro. The general form for
#undef is

#undef symbol

For example:

#define SMALL

#if SMALL
// ...

#undef SMALL
// at this point SMALL is undefined.

After the #undef directive, SMALL is no longer defined.
#undef is used principally to allow symbols to be localized to only those

sections of code that need them.

560 C#: A Beginner’s Guide
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#error
The #error directive forces the compiler to stop compilation. It is used for
debugging. The general form of the #error directive is

#error error-message

When the #error directive is encountered, the error message is displayed.
For example, when the compiler encounters this line:

#error This is a test error!

compilation stops and the error message “This is a test error!” is displayed.

#warning
The #warning directive is similar to #error except that a warning rather than
an error is produced. Thus, compilation is not stopped. The general form of the
#warning directive is

#warning warning-message

#line
The #line directive sets the line number and filename for the file that contains
the #line directive. The number and the name are used when errors or warnings
are output during compilation. The general form for #line is

#line number “filename”

where number is any positive integer and becomes the new line number, and the
optional filename is any valid file identifier, which becomes the new filename.
#line is primarily used for debugging and special applications.
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#region and #endregion
The #region and #endregion directives let you define a region that will be
expanded or collapsed by the Visual C++ IDE when using the outlining feature.
The general form is shown here:

#region
// code sequence

#endregion

1-Minute Drill
● How do you define a symbol?

● What does #if do?

● What operators are allowed in an #if or #elif expression?

Attributes
C# allows you to add declarative information to a program in the form of an
attribute. An attribute defines additional information that is associated with a
class, structure, method, and so on. For example, you might define an attribute
that determines the type of button that a class will display.

Attributes are specified between square brackets, preceding the item they
apply to. You can define your own attribute, or use attributes defined by C#.
Although creating your own attributes is a topic that is beyond the scope of
this book, it is quite easy to use two of C#’s built-in attributes: Conditional
and Obsolete. They are examined here.

562 C#: A Beginner’s Guide

● To define a symbol, use #define.

● The #if introduces a block of code that is compiled if the symbol expression associated with the #if is true.
This block is terminated by a #endif.

● The operators allowed in an #if or #elif expression are !=, = =, &&, ||, and !
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The Conditional Attribute
The attribute Conditional is perhaps C#’s most interesting attribute. It allows
you to create conditional methods. A conditional method is invoked only when a
specific symbol has been defined via #define. Otherwise, the method is bypassed.
Thus, a conditional method offers an alternative to conditional compilation using
#if. To use the Conditional attribute you must include the System.Diagnostics
namespace.

Let’s begin with an example:

// Demonstrate the Conditional attribute.
#define TRIAL

using System;
using System.Diagnostics;

class Test {

[Conditional("TRIAL")]
void trial() {
Console.WriteLine("Trial version, not for distribution.");

}

[Conditional("RELEASE")]
void release() {
Console.WriteLine("Final release version.");

}

public static void Main() {
Test t = new Test();

t.trial(); // call only if TRIAL is defined
t.release(); // called only if RELEASE is defined

}
}

The output from this program is shown here:

Trial version, not for distribution.

trial( ) is executed only
if TRIAL is defined.

release( ) is executed only
if RELEASE is defined.
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Let’s look closely at this program to understand why this output is produced.
First notice that the program defines the symbol TRIAL. Next, notice how the
methods trial( ) and release( ) are coded. They are both preceded with the
Conditional attribute, which has this general form:

[Conditional symbol]

where symbol is the symbol that determines whether the method will be executed.
This attribute can be used only on methods. If the symbol is defined, then when
the method is called, it will be executed. If the symbol is not defined, then the
method is not executed.

Inside Main( ), both trial( ) and release( ) are called. However, only TRIAL
is defined. Thus, trial( ) is executed. The call to release( ) is ignored. If you
define RELEASE, then release( ) will also be called. If you remove the definition
for TRIAL, then trial( ) will not be called.

Conditional methods have a few restrictions: They must return void. They
must be members of a class, not an interface. They cannot be preceded with the
override keyword.

The Obsolete Attribute
The System.Obsolete attribute lets you mark a program element as obsolete.
It has this general form:

[Obsolete “message”]

Here, message is displayed when that program element is compiled. Here is a
short example:

// Demonstrate the Obsolete attribute.
using System;

class Test {

[Obsolete("Use myMeth2, instead.")]
static int myMeth(int a, int b) {
return a / b;

}

Display a warning when
myMeth( ) is used.
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// Improved version of myMeth.
static int myMeth2(int a, int b) {
return b == 0 ? 0 : a /b;

}

public static void Main() {
// warning displayed for this
Console.WriteLine("4 / 3 is " + Test.myMeth(4, 3));

// no warning here
Console.WriteLine("4 / 3 is " + Test.myMeth2(4, 3));

}
}

When the call to myMeth( ) is encountered in Main( ) during program compilation,
a warning will be generated that tells the user to use myMeth2( ), instead.

1-Minute Drill
● What is an attribute?

● What is a conditional method?

● What is the purpose of the Obsolete attribute?

Unsafe Code
C# allows you to write what is called “unsafe” code. While this statement might
seem shocking, it really isn’t. Unsafe code is not code that is poorly written; it is
code that does not execute under the management of the Common Language
Runtime (CLR). As explained in Module 1, C# is normally used to create managed
code. It is possible, however, to write code that does not execute under the
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● An attribute is additional information associated with some item, such as a class, struct, or method.

● A conditional method is one for which the Conditional attribute has been specified. A conditional
method is executed only if the symbol specified in the attribute is defined.

● The Obsolete attribute causes a warning message to be issued, indicating that an obsolete item is used.
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control of the CLR. Since this unmanaged code is not subject to the same
controls and constraints as managed code, it is called “unsafe” because it is
impossible to verify that it won’t perform some type of harmful action. Thus,
the term unsafe does not mean that the code is inherently flawed. It just means
that it is possible for the code to perform actions that are not subject to the
supervision of the managed context.

Managed code, while being beneficial for the most part, prevents the use
of pointers. If you are familiar with C or C++, then you know that pointers are
variables that hold the addresses of other objects. Thus, pointers are a bit like
references in C#. The main difference is that a pointer can point anywhere in
memory; a reference always points to an object of its type. Since a pointer can
point anywhere in memory, it is possible to misuse a pointer. It is also easy to
introduce a coding error when using pointers. This is why C# does not support
pointers when creating managed code. Pointers are, however, both useful and
necessary for some types of programming (such as system-level utilities), and
C# does allow you to create and use pointers. All pointer operations must be
marked as unsafe, since they execute outside the managed environment.

In general, if you need to create code that executes outside of the CLR, then
you are better off using C++. The declaration and use of pointers in C# parallels
that of C/C++; if you know how to use pointers in C/C++, then you can use them
in C#.  But remember, the point of C# is the creation of managed code. Its
ability to support unmanaged code allows it to be applied to a special class of
problems. It is not for normal C# programming. In fact, to compile unmanaged
code, you must use the /unsafe compiler option.

Working with unmanaged code is an advanced topic, and a detailed discussion
is beyond the scope of this book. That said, we will briefly examine pointers and
the two keywords that support unmanaged code: unsafe and fixed.

A Brief Look at Pointers
Pointers are variables that hold the addresses of other objects. For example,
if x contains the address of y, then x is said to “point to” y. Pointer variables
must be declared as such. The general form of a pointer variable declaration is

type* var-name;

Here, type is the pointer’s base type; it must be a non-class type. var-name is the
name of the pointer variable. For example, to declare p to be a pointer to an int,
use this declaration:
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int* ip;

For a float pointer, use

float* fp;

In general, in a declaration statement, preceding a variable name with an *
causes that variable to become a pointer.

The type of data that a pointer will point to is determined by its base type.
Thus, in the preceding examples, ip can be used to point to an int, and fp can
be used to point to a float. Understand, however, that there is nothing that
actually prevents a pointer from pointing elsewhere. This is why pointers
are potentially unsafe.

There are two operators that are used with pointers: * and &. The & is a
unary operator that returns the memory address of its operand. (Recall that
a unary operator requires only one operand.) For example:

int* ip;
int num = 10;

ip = &num;

puts into ip the memory address of the variable num. This address is the
location of the variable in the computer’s internal memory. It has nothing to
do with the value of num. Thus, ip does not contain the value 10 (num’s initial
value). It contains the address at which num is stored. The operation of & can
be remembered as returning “the address of” the variable it precedes. Therefore,
the above assignment statement could be verbalized as “ip receives the address
of num.”

The second operator is *, and it is the complement of &. It is a unary
operator that returns the value of the variable located at the address specified
by its operand. Continuing with the same example, if ip contains the memory
address of the variable num, then

int val;
val = *ip;

will place into val the value 10, which is the value of num, which is pointed to
by ip. The operation of * can be remembered as “at address.” In this case, then,
the statement could be read as “val receives the value at address ip.”
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Pointers can also be used with structures. When you access a member of
a structure through a pointer, you must use the arrow operator, which is –>,
rather than the dot (.) operator. For example, given this structure:

struct MyStruct {
public int x;
public int y;
public int sum() { return x + y; }

}

here is how you would access its members through a pointer:

MyStruct o = new MyStruct();
MyStruct* p; // declare a pointer

p = &o;
p->x = 10;
p->y = 20;

Console.WriteLine("Sum is " + p->sum());

568 C#: A Beginner’s Guide

Ask the ExpertAsk the Expert
Question: I know that when declaring a pointer in C++ that the *
is not distributive over a list of variables in a declaration. Thus, this
statement

int* p, q;

declares an integer pointer called p and an integer called q. It is
equivalent to the following two declarations.

int* p;
int q;

Is the same also true for C#?
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Using unsafe
Any code that uses pointers must be marked as unsafe by using the unsafe
keyword. You can mark an individual statement or an entire method as unsafe.
For example, here is a program that uses pointers inside Main( ), which is
marked unsafe:

// Demonstrate pointers and unsafe.
using System;

class UnsafeCode {
// mark Main as unsafe
unsafe public static void Main() {
int count = 99;
int* p; // create an int pointer

p = &count; // put address of count into p

Console.WriteLine("Initial value of count is " + *p);

*p = 10; // assign to count via p

Console.WriteLine("New value of count is " + *p);
}

}
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Mark Main( ) as unsafe
because it uses a pointer.

Answer: No. In C#, the * is distributive and the declaration

int* p, q;

creates two pointer variables. Thus, it is the same as these two declarations:

int* p;
int* q;

This is an important difference to be aware of when porting C++
code to C#.
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The output of this program is shown here:

Initial value of count is 99
New value of count is 10

Using fixed
The fixed modifier prevents a managed object from being moved by the garbage
collector. This is needed when a pointer refers to such an object. Since the pointer
has no knowledge of the actions of the garbage collector, if the object is moved,
the pointer will point to the wrong object. Here is the general form of fixed:

fixed (type *p = &fixedObj) {
// use fixed object

}

Here, p is a pointer that is being assigned the address of an object. The object
will remain in its current memory location until the block of code has executed.
You can also use a single statement for the target of a fixed statement. The fixed
keyword can be used only in an unsafe context.

Here is an example of fixed:

// Demonstrate unsafe code.
using System;

class Test {
public int num;
public Test(int i) { num = i; }

}

class UnsafeCode {
// mark Main as unsafe
unsafe public static void Main() {

Test o = new Test(19);

fixed (int* p = &o.num) { // use fixed to put address of o.num into p

Console.WriteLine("Initial value of o.num is " + *p);

*p = 10; // assign to count via p

Console.WriteLine("New value of o.num is " + *p);
}

}
}

Use fixed to fix
location of o.
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The output from this program is shown here:

Initial value of o.num is 19
New value of o.num is 10

Here, fixed prevents o from being moved. Because p points to o.num, if o moved,
then p would point to an invalid location.

As stated at the outset of this section, the creation and use of unsafe code
is an advanced topic, and there are more issues involved with its creation than
are discussed here. If writing unsafe code will be a part of your programming
future, then you will need to study it further. (You will find in-depth coverage
of this topic in my book C#: The Complete Reference, Osborne/McGraw-Hill.)

1-Minute Drill
● What is a pointer?

● When must unsafe be used?

● What is the purpose of fixed?

Runtime Type Identification
In C# it is possible to determine the type of an object at runtime. In fact, C#
includes three keywords that support runtime type identification: is, as, and
typeof. Although runtime type identification is an advanced feature that you
will not use in your day-to-day programming, it is important to have a general
understanding of it.

Testing a Type with is
You can determine if an object is of a certain type by using the is operator. Its
general form is shown here:

expr is type

● A pointer is a variable that holds the memory address of another object.

● Any code that uses a pointer must be specified as unsafe.

● The fixed modifier prevents the garbage collector from moving an object.
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Here, expr is an expression whose type is being tested against type. If the type of
expr is the same as, or compatible with, type, then the outcome of this operation
is true.  Otherwise, it is false. Here is an example:

// Demonstrate is.
using System;

class A {}
class B : A {}

class UseIs {
public static void Main() {

A a = new A();
B b = new B();

if(a is A) Console.WriteLine("a is an A");
if(b is A)

Console.WriteLine("b is an A because it is derived from A");
if(a is B)

Console.WriteLine("This won't display -- a not derived from B");

if(b is B) Console.WriteLine("B is a B");
if(a is object) Console.WriteLine("a is an Object");

}
}

The output is shown here:

a is an A
b is an A because it is derived from A
B is a B
a is an Object

Most of the is expressions are self-explanatory, but two may need a little
discussion. First, notice this statement:

if(b is A)
Console.WriteLine("b is an A because it is derived from A");

The if succeeds because b is an object of type B, which is derived from type A. Thus,
b is compatible with A. However, the reverse is not true. When this line is executed:

if(a is B)
Console.WriteLine("This won't display -- a not derived from B");

a is not a B, so
this is is false.

This is operation is true
because a is an A.
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the if does not succeed because a is of type A, which is not derived from B.
Thus, they are not compatible.

Using as
Sometimes you will want to try a cast at runtime, but not raise an exception if
the cast fails. To do this, use the as operator, which has this general form:

expr as type

Here, expr is the expression being cast to type. If the cast succeeds, then a
reference to type is returned. Otherwise, a null reference is returned.

Using typeof
You can obtain a System.Type object for a given type by using typeof, which
has this general form:

typeof(type)

Here, type is the type being obtained. System.Type is a class that describes the
information associated with a type. Using the obtained object, you can retrieve
information about the type. For example, this program displays the complete
name for the StreamReader class:

// Demonstrate typeof.
using System;
using System.IO;

class UseTypeof {
public static void Main() {
Type t = typeof(StreamReader);
Console.WriteLine(t.FullName);

}
}

This program outputs the following:

System.IO.StreamReader

System.Type contains many methods, fields, and properties that you will want
to explore on your own.
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1-Minute Drill
● What operator determines if an object is compatible with a type?

● What is the difference between as and a cast?

● What does typeof obtain?

Other Keywords
To conclude this book, the few remaining keywords defined by C# that have
not been described elsewhere are briefly discussed.

The internal Access Modifier
In addition to the access modifiers public, private, and protected, which we
have been using throughout this book, C# also defines internal. Mentioned
briefly in Module 6, internal declares that a member is known throughout all
files in an assembly, but unknown outside that assembly. An assembly is a file
(or files) that contains all deployment and version information for a program.
Thus, in simplified terms, a member marked as internal is known throughout
a program, but not elsewhere.

sizeof
Occasionally you might find it useful to know the size, in bytes, of one of C#’s
value types. To obtain this information, use the sizeof operator. It has this
general form:

sizeof(type)

● The is operator determines if an object is compatible with a type.

● A cast throws an exception if it fails. The as operator returns null on failure.

● The typeof operator obtains a System.Type object that describes the specified type.
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Here, type is the type whose size is being obtained. The sizeof operator can be used
only in an unsafe context. Thus, it is intended primarily for special-case situations,
especially when working with a blend of managed and unmanaged code.

lock
The lock keyword is used when working with multiple threads. In C#, a program
can contain two or more threads of execution. When this is the case, pieces of
the program are multitasked. Thus, pieces of the program execute independently,
and conceptually speaking, simultaneously. This raises the prospect of a special
type of problem: What if two threads try to use a resource that can be used by
only one thread at a time? To solve this problem, you can create a critical code
section that will be executed by one and only one thread at a time. This is
accomplished by lock. Its general form is shown here:

lock(obj) {
// critical section

}

Here, obj is an object that seeks to obtain the lock. If one thread has already
entered the critical section, then a second thread will wait until the first thread
executes. When the lock is granted, the critical section can be executed.

readonly
You can create a read-only field in a class by declaring it as readonly. A readonly
field can be initialized, but not changed after that. Thus, readonly fields are a
good way to create constants, such as array dimensions, that are used throughout
a program. Both static and non-static readonly fields are allowed.

Here is an example that creates a readonly field:

// Demonstrate readonly.
using System;

class MyClass {
public static readonly int SIZE = 10;

}

This essentially
declares a constant.
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class DemoReadOnly {
public static void Main() {
int[]nums = new int[MyClass.SIZE];

for(int i=0; i<MyClass.SIZE; i++)
nums[i] = i;

foreach(int i in nums)
Console.Write(i + " ");

// MyClass.SIZE = 100; // Error!!! can't change
}

}

Here, MyClass.SIZE is initialized to 10. After that, it can be used, but not
changed. To prove this, try removing the comments from before the last line
and then compiling the program. As you will see, an error will result.

stackalloc
You can allocate memory from the stack by using stackalloc. It can be used
only when initializing local variables and has this general form:

type *p = stackalloc type[size]

Here, p is a pointer that receives the address of the memory that is large e
nough to hold size number of objects of type. stackalloc must be used in an
unsafe context.

Normally, memory for objects is allocated from the heap, which is a region
ssof free memory. Allocating memory from the stack is the exception. Variables
allocated on the stack are not garbage collected. Rather, they exist only while the
block in which they are declared is executing. The only advantage to using stackalloc
is that you don’t need to worry about the variables being moved about by the
garbage collector.

The using Statement
In addition to the using directive discussed ealier, using has a second form
which is called the using statement. It has this general form:
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using (obj) {
// use obj

}

Here, obj is an object that is being used inside the using block. When the block
concludes, the Dispose( ) method will be called. This form of using applies
only to objects that implement the System.IDisposable interface.

const and volatile
The const modifier is used to declare variables that cannot be changed.  These
variables must be given initial values when they are declared.  Thus, a const
variable is essentially a constant. For example,

const int i = 10;

creates a const variable called i that has the value 10.
The volatile modifier tells the compiler that a variable’s value may be changed

in ways not explicitly specified by the program. For example, a variable that holds
the current system time might be updated automatically by the operating system.
In this situation, the contents of the variable are altered without any explicit
assignment statement. The reason the external alteration of a variable may be
important is that the C# compiler is permitted to optimize certain expressions
automatically, on the assumption that the content of a variable is unchanged if
it does not occur on the left side of an assignment statement. However, if factors
outside the immediate code, such as a second thread of execution, change the value
of the variable, this assumption is wrong. By using volatile, you are telling the
compiler that it must obtain the value of this variable each time it is accessed.

What Next?
Congratulations! If you have read and worked through the preceding 12 modules,
then you can call yourself a C# programmer. Of course, there are still many things
to learn about C#, its libraries, and subsystems, but you now have a solid
foundation upon which you can build your knowledge and expertise. Here are
a few of the topics that you will want to learn more about:

● Using C# to create GUI-based Windows applications that use the various
user interface elements, such as push buttons, menus, lists, and scroll bars

● Creating multithreaded applications
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● Building components

● Using C#’s collections classes, which support such things as stacks,
queues, and lists

● Using C#’s networking classes

● Versioning your applications

To continue your study of C#, I recommend my book C#: The Complete
Reference (Osborne/McGraw-Hill). This book covers all of the topics just mentioned
plus many more. In it you will find complete coverage of the C# language, its
libraries, subsystems, and application.

Mastery Check
1. Show how to declare a delegate called filter that returns a double

and takes one int argument.

2. How is multicasting accomplished using a delegate? What
restrictions apply?

3. How are delegates and events related?

4. Can an event be multicast? Is an event sent to an instance or to a class?

5. What is the main benefit of namespaces?

6. Show the alias form of using.

7. What are the two types of conversion operators?   Show their
general forms.

8. Name the preprocessor directives that are used for conditional
compilation.

9. Show the attribute syntax.

10. What is unsafe code?

11. How can you determine the type of an object at runtime?

12. On your own, continue to explore and experiment with C#.
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